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ABSTRACT: Recently, CBD(Central Business District) mixed-used regeneration programs(mega-projects) composing various types of residential, commercial, office, and cultural facilities are being promoted to maximize land and space utilization in the inside and outside of the country. It has advantages that meet the functions and the needs of each facility and create new spatial function. On the other hand, several problems are pointed out, such as large project cost, long-term project period and complicated interests among the diverse stakeholders. Especially, CBD mixed-used regeneration is influenced in numerous risks from the early stage of the project, such as land utilization restriction, approval delay, conflicts with surrounding area and traffic impact assessment. Nevertheless, failure cases of projects are being increased, since the studies on the program processes, the parties participating in the project, and the risk factors related to the large-scale CBD mixed-used regeneration are not sufficient. Therefore, this study aims to develop a risk breakdown structure based on business processes and develop a three-dimensional performance measurement method in connection to the structure, and ultimately provide a risk management process appropriate for large-scale projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
CBD mixed-used regeneration programs(mega-projects), which maximize use of space on a limited site and organically connect residential, office, commercial and cultural facilities are actively being pursued in the construction industry, recently. Key examples of mega-project are Korea’s development of the Incheon Free Economic Zone, the development of Roppongi Hills and Tokyo Midtown in Japan, the Euralille MXD, the development of Marina Bay in downtown Singapore, and the Atlanta urban renewal project in the USA. Meanwhile, mega-projects give rise to problems with various participating stockholders, large project costs, long-term project durations, complicated relationships between stockholders, and integration of the private and public development sectors.

A program management that pursues a mutually integrated and coordinated value, unlike the existing project management, is needed to solve these problems. Above all, the most important program management skill is a method of measuring and managing multiple risks. However, preceding risk related studies have been based on single projects and focused on measurement and evaluation of different risks, leading to limitations that prevent the results from being applied to mega-projects that are conducted over a long-term period.

Therefore, this study aims to develop a risk breakdown structure based on business processes and develop a three-dimensional performance measurement method in connection to the structure, and ultimately provide a risk management process appropriate for large-scale projects.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Business Processes
According to Gartner(2005), BPM is everyday management activities that control the BP environment to
increase efficiency of changes and duties in the BPM work environment, and is a structural approach method that continuously optimizes work and process using methodology, policies, measurement indexes, management activities and IT tools. Therefore, BP focuses on operation of an effective work process. Process-focused evolution is necessary to actively counteract to the external environment and risks, and BPM is the key tool to materialize this evolution. This is why some studies that connect BPM and risks are recently being conducted, and a BP-based business management system is needed, especially focusing on large-scale projects.

2.2 Risk Management
The United States PMI (Project Management Institute) defines risk as something that threatens the project goal and various opportunities to reach the goal. It also presents risk management as a method of maximizing positive effects of a project through a process of risk categorization, analysis and counteraction, while simultaneously minimizing the results of elements that have a negative effect.

PMI largely divides risk into 1) known risks that can be distinguished and analyzed when planning a project, and 2) unknown risks that are managed as contingencies. Kim(2007) divides risks into 5 types – legal risks, market risks, financing risks, construction risks and stakeholder risks.

Na(2008) divides risks into 6 categories – systematical or administrative risks, economic or financial risks, socio-cultural risks, stakeholder risks or risks of those related to stakeholders, technical or construction risks, and local or environmental risks.

2.3 Performance Management
Performance management is understanding and management of whether or not a business conducted by an individual or structure is being executed efficiently. Domestic and international performance management methods largely consist of measuring mainly tangible performance such as financial performance and management performance. However, there is a lack of studies on performance management of programs that consist of multiple projects, and on risks that directly influence performance.

3. Development of Performance Measurement Based on Risk Breakdown Structure of Business Processes
3.1 Direction of Development
The direction of development was established by adding an evaluation method that can measure risk and performance based on the 7 BPM stages (process mapping, standardization, analysis/measurement, decision, cause excavation, improvements, verification).

As shown in Figure 1 below, risk factors and performance indicators were set between process mapping and standardization from the 7 BPM stages to add a stage that can connect the two. An evaluation methodology was also added to the existing analysis/measurement stage.

![Fig. 1 Direction of Development](BPM Stage + Risk & Performance)

3.2 BP and RBS Development
A PM can consist of consecutive phases or activities to procure the final product or service. Therefore, if the BP of the construction project is structured abiding by the AIA (The American Institute of Architects) standard, it can consist of project identification, pre-design, feasibility study, schematic design, design development, construction documents, procurement, construction, delivery and maintenance.

Based on preceding studies and case materials according to each stage, RBS eliminated similar factors and extracted 46
factors (policy changes, delayed legal permission, uncertain deliberation, total cost increase, delayed project period, etc.).

This study aimed to extract a comprehensive performance score that can comprehensively analyze risk and performance of each BP stage based on the risk and performance measurement and life-cycle of each BP stage. Therefore, the 46 extracted risk factors were divided into 3 performance indicator groups through factor analysis. The 3 groups are first, the total cost group, including land cost, construction cost and financing cost, second, the schedule group, including construction duration, and lastly, the system/administration/stakeholders group, including legal permission and stakeholders.

3.3 Risk and Performance Measurement (RPM)

Risk management can change according to the number and predicted value of risk factors at each BP stage. Each risk of each stage was measured based the Likert scale of 1 to 5 using the P-I matrix (probability-impact risk assessment matrix). The combined risk of each stage can also be calculated as the sum of each individual risk.

Performance measurement can be measured based on the 3 standards extracted through factor analysis – total cost, schedule and system/administration/stakeholders, and since qualitative and quantitative factors are mixed, a three-dimensional area measurement method for the three factors was developed as shown in Figure 2 and used for measurement.

Since the top value of each of the 3 factors is different the three-dimensional method first converts the values with 1 as the standard, and then considers total cost and schedule that has ± values to convert the performance score of each factor with 2 as the highest score. Total cost and schedule were calculated quantitatively through performance considering plan, and the qualitative system/administration/stakeholders factor was measured using the Likert scale of 1 to 5.

3.4 Development of a BP-based RPM Process

A risk breakdown structure based on business process and a related three-dimensional performance measurement method were developed based on the above. A risk management process appropriate for large-scale projects can be presented as shown below in Figure 3.

4. CONCLUSION

Recently, many program level large-scale projects are being pursued both domestically and internationally. Since there projects have long-term durations, risk and performance management are most important. Therefore, this study defined BP focusing on large-scale projects and presented 46 risk factors according to each stage. Then, performance was measured based on 46 risk
factors, and a three-dimensional area measurement method was developed and applied to confirm comprehensive performance.

Based on the above, a process that connects BP with risk and performance was presented. The process manages risk and performance according to each stage of the comprehensive BP through a management system that focuses on each factor, and is expected to make fast and convenient management of the entire project process possible.

Future studies should focus on verification of the three-dimensional measurement method and analysis of the correlation between risk and performance factors.
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